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Introduction 

during 2021, the project "social solidarity economy international learning and knowledge community of peers 

(SILK)", led by DIESIS in the framework of the Global Action for the promotion of ecosystems of the social and 

solidarity economy promoted by the OECD, made it possible to collect many indications regarding the 

internationalization processes of the social and solidarity economy. 

Internationalization is the process involving multilateral flows of goods, services, financial resources and 

intangible assets such as information, skills and knowledge within and between organizations, and across 

countries. The issue of internationalization of social and solidarity economy organizations has witnesses 

recent development, that the SILK project analysed, showing that SSE can be key in a new way to understand 

and address internationalization adapted to current social and environmental challenges. 

A partnership of 12 representative of practitioners, 7 representatives of policy-makers and 5 representatives 

of expert bodies, from European Union, Canada, Korea, Mexico, India and Brazil,  has shown with its 

exchanges how the generation of values considered as secondary and indirect in internationalization and 

exchange activities in conventional economic systems becomes primary and direct in social economy systems. 

These values are identified in a value chain including social, cultural, economic and environmental dimensions.  

Such an approach requires the definition of a general framework of alternative, or at least different, support 

policies, shifted towards a holistic and comprehensive vision. 

The following set of recommendations should be read as a policy brief and are directed to International 

Governmental Organisations, National and Supra-National Governments, Social Economy World-wide, 

national and local platforms as well as to local policy makers to provide some possible steps for progressively 

approaching a coherent ecosystem for internationalization of social and solidarity economy activities.   

 

Recommendations 

 

1. The social economy should participate in the elaboration and design of internationalization policies. 

Indeed, the drivers of the social economy are manifold. First, the response to needs of both the 

sending and receiving communities. Social economy actors are generally the best equipped to read 

the needs and propose a satisfactory response, based on their own expertise. Second driver is the 

economic model. Social economy actors do not generally respond to an objective of market 

exploitation, but rather to an objective of systemic and sustainable growth of communities. Their 

economic model is adapted to this objective, which makes it necessary for the internationalization 

strategy to be anchored in it. Thirdly, the role of intangible values. The intangible (understood as 

value generated in the absence of a monetary measurement reference) is an essential element in 

the value chain of the social economy. Any internationalization strategy therefore passes through 

the valorisation of this element. Ultimately, the involvement of the social economy in 

internationalization processes should be provided with its own places of debate and own tools, 

whether they are part of existing structures or entirely new. 

Reading tips  

The “COOPCycle” initiative initiative brings together many of these aspects: from the value of the intangible 
dimension in exchange, to the importance of generating social value alongside economic value, to the 
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potential for replicability.  
It requires the construction of a coherent policy framework, but above all one that is capable of adapting the 
experience to different contexts. 
You can download here.  
 
 

 

2. Public actors and social economy actors must be equipped with the necessary skills to build 

internationalization policies. Given the specificities of the processes of internationalization of the 

social economy, and their relative novelty in the panorama of current (trade-driven) processes, it is 

necessary to redefine the competences required both within the agencies for internationalization 

and within the actors of the social economy. These competences should bring together spheres that 

are currently managed by different actors: the social, the economic, the cultural and the 

environmental. This requires multidisciplinary teams, but also the de-hierarchisation of 

competences, in favour of a re-balancing between them. In addition, social economy actors need to 

familiarise themselves with the tools of international exchange, in order to have as comprehensive a 

picture as possible of the possibilities and limits to action, but also of the cognitive tools (including 

social, cultural and financial) necessary for planning and assessing the risk and benefits of the 

initiatives. internationalization programmes should therefore be preceded and accompanied by 

programmes of acculturation to the practice of internationalization of the social economy, aimed at 

both public and private social actors. 

 

Reading tips  

Accio, the, Catalan Agency for Business Competitiveness, from the Government of Catalonia, 
represents an interesting case in which the social economy can benefit from the work of a wide 
network of agents around the world, backed by a specific social economy department within the 
agency, who  works, in turn, in partnership with the social economy service from the Regional 
government. 

You can read more here.  
 

 

 

3. Inwards and outwards exchange flows should be assessed with the same attention. As mentioned 

above, the internationalization processes of the social economy are fully bi-directional and tend to 

be symmetrical (the values generated in the sending and receiving communities are equivalent). This 

fact implies the need to structure both outwarding and inwarding channels, in order not to disperse 

the wealth generated mainly in favour of the communities of origin. It is therefore necessary to 

infrastructure the territory, by creating links between different actors and different public services,  

in such a way that internationalization agencies are able to dialogue and collaborate with other 

agencies, so that societal values are transferred as directly as possible. This process should also allow 

for the active involvement - direct or indirect - of communities, which are the interceptors of the 

wealth flows activated by internationalization paths. Finally, it is necessary to fill the knowledge gap 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60d987f78d9ed06c92421a68/61547cad0c5f8e19dbdb0ca7_4_CoopCycle_Case%20Study%2030%20junio_eng%20rev_changes%20INAES%20(1).pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60d987f78d9ed06c92421a68/61547c1b73d03c16a2cf1bcd_Template_case_policy_International%20Social%20Economy%20ACCIÓ_def%20(1).pdf
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related to this holistic phenomenon, through the funding of specific research activities at 

international level. 

Reading tips 

In Mexico, the experience of “Rodando Juntas” shows a very interesting example of collaboration at national 

and international level and the potential of policies supporting inward internationalization. Indeed, this 

initiative is based on a partnership between Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP) as manager and 

investor (50%), the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) (50%), the Ministry of Labour and Employment 

Promotion (STyFE) of Mexico City, and CoopCycle, an international federation of bicycle delivery 

cooperatives. The reciprocity license for the use of the digital platform created by CooCycle is pivotal in order 

to maintain a strong relationships between the different communities implementing such projects.  

You can read more here.  
 

On the topic of territorial infrastructure, it is worth mentioning the example of “KOICA Creative Technology 

Solution Programme”, from Korea, that implemented a strong cooperation at horizontal (national ministries 

and national agencies dealing with internationalization) and vertical (regional agencies, local authorities) 

level. These partnerships acts in coordination in order to foster technological internationalization processes. 

You can read more here.  

 

 

4. The internationalization of the social economy should be considered a long-term process, whose 

direct and indirect results generate impacts over long periods of time. It is therefore necessary to 

develop policy processes to intercept, through appropriate detectors (observatories and agencies), 

intermediate impacts and enhance them. It is also necessary to develop a patient system of support 

for internationalization processes, with long-term programmes that keep the resources needed for 

the process stay active.   

The Scotland’s Social Enterprise Action Plan, a 10-years-long strategic plan from the Scottish government 

started in 2016, includes a whole internationalization dimension. To support it, an “International Social 

Enterprise Observatory” was created. 

You can read more here. 

 

5. Opportunities to meet through events must be expanded both in number and structure. The 

multiplicity of values generated by the internationalization flows of the social economy cannot be 

fully realised through simple B2B events. These must be integrated into broader events that bring 

together the four aspects mentioned above (social, economic, cultural and environmental) so that 

the benefits of exchange activities can be appreciated in their entirety. This would also allow the 

various social economy experiences to fully evaluate the correspondence of the international action 

with their own mission. It would therefore be necessary to establish a biannual programme of 

international meetings, hopefully under the patronage of international governmental organisations, 

with the active participation of the social economy. 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60d987f78d9ed06c92421a68/61547ddc43ebb5f7e1568360_2_INAES_%20Task%202.2.2%20Internationalisation%20Policies%2030_jun_eng_rev_INAES%20(2).pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60d987f78d9ed06c92421a68/615477560f32057b23e93978_PLCs%20Internationalisation%20policies_KOICA_CTS_case_SouthKorea_FINAL%20(1).pdf
https://internationalseobservatory.org/
https://internationalseobservatory.org/
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60d987f78d9ed06c92421a68/61547da78bf7064ca2ae9c5a_Scottish%20Internationalisation%20for%20SILK%2025_06_21%20(1).pdf
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Again, the Social Entreprise Academy initiative, from Scotland, can be quoted as an example of the energy 

generated through exchanges among practitioners. 

The establishment of more than 2.200 learning programmes supported by 14 country teams tells a story of 

effective exchange among territories and experiences 

You can read more here. 

 

6. Existing trade agreements need to be extended and enlarged to include a specific pillar for the social 

economy. Indeed, in the light of what has been said so far, trade agreements are not a suitable space 

for the full expression of the potential of social economy internationalization flows. On the other 

hand, the social economy can be a powerful driver for overcoming the hierarchical logic of such 

agreements, in which the trade dimension is the driving force, towards the definition of an approach 

to internationalization processes as an exchange between actors and communities. States should 

therefore set up a conference to review multilateral trade agreements with the aim of gradually 

adapting them to the changing needs of the world community and the planet, starting with the 

creation of a specific chapter for the internationalization of the social economy. 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/60d987f78d9ed06c92421a68/615478f184ca883836722ccf_Peer%20Learning%20Partnership%20Case%20Study%20Social%20Enterprise%20Academy_def%20(1).pdf

